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Thank you

A heartfelt thank you to our first-line responders out there in a world that is not quite the one we envisioned for 2020.

And thank you to our peers and coworkers in and supporting the Chemical Industry. You make the chemicals and materials that go into the cleaners, sanitizing agents, medicines, and PPE so necessary in the world today.

Stay safe, stay healthy as we move into the coming year.

See you soon!
What the Experts Say…

COVID-19 has caused a drop of almost $7 trillion in global GDP this year per the World Economic Forum.

Uncertain global supply chains impact reliable supply and introduce volatile pricing models.

Capital spending, as companies tighten their belts and delay projects, will decline.

Demand patterns may shift as consumers respond to post-recovery norms.
What Can We Do?

Focus On:

- Personnel Health and Safety
- Access and Visibility
- Business Continuity
- Sustainable Solutions
- Community
Start Simple, but Simply Start

Real Time Data Infrastructure

Contextual Awareness

Streaming Calculations and Event Detection

Advanced Analytics

Data Awareness

Business Systems

AI and ML Platforms
Make Operational Data an Asset

Configurable Operating Limits
Streaming KPI Calculations
Event Detection
Notification
Real-Time Visualization
Integration to BI
Integration to Higher Analytics

Situational Awareness
Excursion Recognition
Proactive Response
System of Record
Operational Intelligence
Business Intelligence
Chemicals Summit

OSIsoft Cloud Services Enables Linde's Remote Equipment Diagnostics Business, Oliver Slaby, Linde

Analyses for the PI System Improve Accuracy in Process and Supply Chain Management, Marco Lanteri, Pimsoft

Democratization of Data Analytics, Frederick Motte, Trendminer

Chemicals Use Case Demo – PI Vision and Event Frames

Submit your questions in the Q&A window during each presentation.

Please remain for the panel Q&A following our speakers.

Q&A Session to follow.
Thank you
THANK YOU